Abstract. Mobile users increasingly report their co-locations with other users, in addition to revealing their locations to online services. For instance, they tag the names of the friends they are with, in the messages and in the pictures they post on social networking websites. Combined with (possibly obfuscated) location information, such co-locations can be used to improve the inference of the users' locations, thus further threatening their location privacy: as co-location information is taken into account, not only a user's reported locations and mobility patterns can be used to localize her, but also those of her friends (and the friends of their friends and so on). In this paper, we study this problem by quantifying the effect of co-location information on location privacy, with respect to an adversary such as a social network operator that has access to such information. We formalize the problem and derive an optimal inference algorithm that incorporates such co-location information, yet at the cost of high complexity. We propose two polynomial-time approximate inference algorithms and we extensively evaluate their performance on a real dataset. Our experimental results show that, even in the case where the adversary considers co-locations with only a single friend of the targeted user, the location privacy of the user is decreased by up to 75% in a typical setting. Even in the case where a user does not disclose any location information, her privacy can decrease by up to 16% due to the information reported by other users.
Introduction
Increasingly popular GPS-equipped mobile devices with Internet connectivity allow users to enjoy a wide range of online location-based services while on the go. For instance, mobile users can search for nearby points of interest and get directions, possibly in real time, to their destinations. Location-based services raise serious privacy concerns as a large amount of personal information can be inferred from a user's whereabouts. The research community has extensively (a) A user reports being in a given area, and a second user reports being in another (overlapping) area and that she is co-located with the first user. By combining these pieces of information, an adversary can deduce that both users are located in the intersection of the two areas, thus narrowing down the set of possible locations for both of them. (b) Two users (initially apart from each other, at 10am) declare their exact individual location. Later (at 11am), they meet and report their co-location without mentioning where they are. By combining these pieces of information, the adversary can infer that they are at a place that is reachable from both of the initially reported locations in the amount of time elapsed between the two reports.
studied the problem of location privacy; more specifically, location-privacy protection mechanisms (so-called LPPMs), that can anonymize and obfuscate the users' locations before sending them to online location-based services, have been proposed [16] . In addition, formal frameworks to quantify location privacy in the case where users disclose their (possibly obfuscated) locations have been proposed [19, 20] . In such frameworks, the mobility profiles of the users play an important role in the inference of the users' locations, namely in a localization attack. In parallel, social networks have become immensely popular. Every day, millions of users post information, including their locations, about themselves, but also about their friends. An emerging trend, which is the focus of this paper, is to report co-locations with other users on social networks, e.g., by tagging friends on pictures they upload or in the messages they post. Our preliminary survey involving 132 Foursquare users, recruited through Amazon Mechanical Turk, reveals that 55.3% of the participants do report co-locations in their check-ins and that for the users who do so, on average, 2.84%±0.06 of their check-ins do contain co-location information. In fact, co-location information can be obtained in many different ways, such as automatic face recognition on pictures (which can contain the time and location at which the picture was taken in their EXIF data), Bluetooth-enabled device sniffing and reporting neighboring devices. Similarly, users who connect from the same IP address are likely to be attached to the same Internet access point, thus providing evidence of their co-location.
Attacks exploiting both location and co-location information (as mentioned in [22] ) can be quite powerful, as we show in this paper. Figure 1 depicts and describes two example situations in which co-location can improve the performance of a localization attack, thus degrading the location-privacy of the users
